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Lecture plan

1. Treatment effects
I simple treatment effects – between subjects
I simple treatment effects – within subjects
I complex treatment effects – diff in diff

2. Simple theory testing
I test the theory key implication
I test the theory overall direction

3. Assuming the theory: structural models

4. Competing theories
I ML race
I Mixture models

5. Group assignment: finding the question and the method



Simple treatment differences: between subjects

You have different groups, you just compare them

I gold standard: t-test. Needs: independence, normality.

I if not normal: Non-parametric test (e.g. Wilcoxon Rank Sum test)

I if between categorical variables: χ2 test, Fisher exact, etc...

Implications for the design of experiments

I you need independent observations (subject? group? session? think of
contagion)

I you might want normality (but little to do there)

I you might want to check that randomization worked (even if...)

An example: gender differences in risk attitudes



Between: gender gap in risk aversion

Are women more risk averse than men?
yes, of course

statistical significance ⇒ stylized fact ⇒ fact



Your old friend: Holt & Laury

Option A Option B

1 1/10 4 e 9/10 3.2 e sa 1/10 7.7 e 9/10 0.2 e
2 2/10 4 e 8/10 3.2 e 2/10 7.7 e 8/10 0.2 e
3 3/10 4 e 7/10 3.2 e 3/10 7.7 e 7/10 0.2 e
4 4/10 4 e 6/10 3.2 e 4/10 7.7 e 6/10 0.2 e
5 5/10 4 e 5/10 3.2 e 5/10 7.7 e 5/10 0.2 e
6 6/10 4 e 4/10 3.2 e 6/10 7.7 e 4/10 0.2 e
7 7/10 4 e 3/10 3.2 e 7/10 7.7 e 3/10 0.2 e
8 8/10 4 e 2/10 3.2 e 8/10 7.7 e 2/10 0.2 e
9 9/10 4 e 1/10 3.2 e 9/10 7.7 e 1/10 0.2 e

10 10/10 4 e 0/10 3.2 e 10/10 7.7 e 0/10 0.2 e



(source: Filippin & Crosetto, Management Science)



Only 8 out of 63 papers show significant differences

Only 5 out of 54 for published studies



Cohen’s d

d =
X̄f − X̄m

s











Simple treatment effects - within

You can follow the same person across the treatment change

I You can and should exploit the individual change component

I if normal: paired t-test

I if not normal: Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test

Implications for the design of experiments

I be sure that treatment change is really unexpected

I control order effects (if you can) or use increasing information paradigm

An example: risk aversion variability across tasks



Within subjects example: risk aversion across tasks

(source: Pedroni et al., Nature Human Behavior, 2017)



Simple treatment effects - diff in diff

You canmix within and between in a diff in diff design

I You exploit both dimensions

I within dimension: paired t-test, WSRT

I between dimension: t-test, Mann-Whitney

I both: diff-in-diff regression

Implications for the design of experiments

I more complicated and longer to run

I important points from both between and within apply

An example: nutritional value of food shopping



Our setup

Paper catalog Computer interface Real products

I Preferences are back!

I Artefactual field experiment

I Subjects shop in the lab (artificially)

I But they shop for real



Incentives

I ∼ 1
4 of product supply availabel in storeroom

I subjects have to buy the intersection of their choices and our supply

I that is: if they chose it and we have it, they have to buy it

I our supply is limited (and subjects might guess that)



Diff-in-diff design: before/after, treated/not

I plus a Neutral (benchmark) treatment (no labels)



Catalog

I 290 products

I 37 food categories

I custom e-shopping interface

I barcode scanners on the desk

I price, quantity, picture (label) up front

I nutritional table and ingredient list available upon clicking



Snacks
Cacahuètes grillées
très pauvres en sel

1,00€
200g

5,00€/Kg

Cacahuètes délicatement salées
 

1,09€
220g

4,95€/Kg

Chips de maïs nature
 

2,49€
230g

10,83€/Kg

Chips paysannes nature
 

2,48€
300g

8,27€/Kg

Soufflés de maïs goût cacahuète
 

2,25€
250g

9,00€/Kg

Biscuits apéritif à l'emmental
 

0,52€
50g

10,40€/Kg

30
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FSA score, diff-in-diff



Simple theory testing - find the key implication

One way to test a theory is to isolate ONE implication and test that

I Every good theory has point estimates on something

I Otherwise: theory too vague, cannot be falsified, waste of time.

Implications for the design of experiments

I Think hard, find implications, test those

I Implication should be first order and not a little detail

I Design the simplest possible experiment that tests the implication

I All theories fail: so give the best chances to the theory for higher
robustness

An example: context effects



Independence Axiom

Independence assumes that if I give you an irrelevant alternative, you
shouldn’t change your order of preferences



Regularity

One consequence of the Independence axiom is that...









This is called the Asymmetric Dominance Effect.

Adding to a choice set an asymmetrically dominated option – that is, an option that is

dominated by some but not all the alternatives in the set – increases the choice share

of the now-dominant option, at the expense of the others.

Some terms:

Target the asymmetrically dominant option

Decoy the asymmetrically dominated option

Competitor the other option



How is ADE measured?



How is ADE measured?

I Between-subjects.

I Hypothetical choices.

I 2-attribute choices

I Aggregate measure.

I In conditions of indifference



Evidence for ADE

I The ADE has been found in product choices among products:
I beer 6-packs (quality vs. price) [Huber et al.]
I cars (ride quality vs. gas mileage) [Huber et al.]
I restaurants (distance vs. quality) [Huber et al.]
I dates (good looking, bad looking twin, other) [Ariely et al.]
I televisions (resolution vs. durability) [Pan and Lehman]
I apartments (size vs. location) [Pan and Lehman]

I In political opinions in Finland [Herne]

I In animals honeybees, gray jays, slime mold [Shafir et al]





Simple theory testing - overall consequences

Another way to test a theory is to look at its aggregate consequences

I Some theories have ’macro’ claims: they track consequences of micro
behavior onto macro economic aggregates

I So one way to test them is to check if the macro aggregates reflect the
theory

Implications for the design of experiments

I Difficult: how to track macro behavior?

I Imprecise: do not know the exact source of the macro result

I Key idea: build counterfactuals based on exogenous variation

An example: copyright effects on creativity



The problem with IPR

Le droit de propriété est le droit d’user, de profiter et de
disposer d’une chose

Code civil, art.544

Celui qui apprend quelque chose de moi enrichit son savoir
sans réduire le mien, tout comme celui qui allume sa chandelle
à la mienne se donne de la lumière sans me plonger dans
l’obscurité.

Thomas Jefferson











Est-ce que la propriété intellectuelle
stimule ou nuit à l’innovation?









mot racine



extension
une parmi 335



EXPERIENCE

192 sujets: 96 copyright - 96 NO copyright

24 + 24 groupes de 4

une lettre = 25 cent; gain moyen: 16.2 e















Assuming the theory is true: structural modeling

Sometimes we want to explore behavior in light of a given theory

I That is, we want to estimate the parameters of a given theory, rather than
testing its validity

I Since theories are usually nested, parameter estimation also gives (a sort
of) theory testing

I This is the realm of Structural Modeling

Structural modeling: estimation of ’deep’ structural parameters of an
economic model – as opposed to simple statistical relationships as found
in regressions



Structural modeling: risk

A realm with large use of structural modeling is in applied decision theory
(especially: risk and uncertainty)

I We have competing theories of decision under risk

I Theories are all formalized and make clear predictions

I Theories set bounds on parameters – thus allowing themselves to be tested

I It is easy to give the subjects several dozen choices

One example: estimating EUT and PT on lottery choices (Harrison)



Choice under risk: EUT

Standard approach in economics is Expected Utility Theory

Faced with a lottery L

L :

{
x with probability p

y with probability 1− p

We assume that the decision maker discounts the utility of each event xi by
applying the objective probability pi ,

EUT = ∑
i

pi ·U(xi ), such that ∑
i

pi = 1

We further assume the utility function to have a risk parameter, as in the
CRRA example

CRRA : U(x) = x r



Choice under risk: PT

Kahneman and Tversky’s Prospect Theory takes psychological factors
into account

I Loss are felt more than comparable gains

I What is a loss and what a gain depend on a (subjective) reference point

I Subjective probabilities differ from objective ones



PT, formulation

One possible formulation of Prospect Theory is

UPT = ∑
i

pi ·
{
(x − RP)r if x ≥ RP

−λ(RP − x)r if x ≤ RP
,
In which probabilities are distorted according to a probability weighting
function w(p), for instance

w(p) =

(
pβ

pβ + (1− p)β

) 1

β



Data generation

We can give subjects several lottery choice tasks

I for each subject we get dozens of pairwise choices

I involving gains, losses, change in p and x and y

I we can hence estimate the models



Deterministic estimation

We can estimate by Maximum Likelihood

I We take all the data from one subject i

I We assume the theory to be true, so we assume U(x) = x r

I We proceed by Maximum Likelihood:

I Given the data and the data generating process, what is the value of the
parameter that makes it more likely to generate the observed data?

I End result is an estimation of r , alongside a standard error, log-likelihood,
etc...

I We can do this at the individual or population levels

I At the population level, we can condition r on observables (gender, age...)
and hence have conditional estimations for each subpopulation

I Then we can do testing on these parameters



Gustav Fechner



Taking into account mistakes

People make mistakes all the time. We should take this into account!

I One approach: Fechner errors

I We assume people make mistakes when comparing the utility of two
lotteries (stones, objects...)

I ∆EU = EU1 − EU2 + ε

I We can have different assumptions on the distribution of ε...

I ...but in general it has mean 0 and variance µ

I We can jointly estimate the model above and µ

I At the population level, we can condition r on observables (gender, age...)
and hence have conditional estimations for each subpopulation

I Then we can do testing on these parameters...



Comparing theories

By assuming different functional forms we can compare theories

I By looking at the likelihood obtained for each estimation
I individual by individual: we classify types
I collectively: we test the overall fit of one or the other theory
I need to correct for the number of parameters (higher number ⇒ better fit)

I By looking at parameters and see if they fit the theory.
I if λ̂ = 1, then there is no loss aversion.
I if β̂ = 1, there is no probability weighting



Backward inducting to choice tasks

We want to have tasks that help discriminate among theories

I Several tasks are observationally equivalent under different theories
I if only gains are shown, PT and EUT do not differ (much)
I if only 50/50 lotteries are shown, PW plays minor role

How do we do this?

I think: choose tasks that cover the possible space wisely
I simulate & iterate:

I give the task to simulated agents following one or the other theory
I run the ML analysis to see if you can identify them
I if not: change the task set, and iterate

If interested: check out the work of John Hey & Chris Horme



And now your questions

. . .


